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INTRODUCTION
how to improve it to invite professional success
and social fulfilment.

The secret to business success comes down
to one very simple aspect - your people skills.
According to a study conducted by Harvard,
Stanford Research Institute and The Carnegie
Foundation, 85% of your financial success in life is
dependent on how you get along with people,
and only 15% is attributed to your technical skills.

The brand of you comes down to three aspects
- your behaviour, conversations and image.
These three areas define you as a person and
affect your social and professional success,
whether or not you agree. With the help of highly
experienced facilitators in their fields, you will be
given the tools to hone in on your weak areas
and reprogramme new, effective patterns that
lead to better relationships, larger contracts, and
achieving a life by design.

There’s one clear lesson to take from that - if people
like you, they will do business with you. Conversely,
if they do not like they will not, which begs the
question as to why more business courses don’t
focus on the importance of interpersonal skills.

Etiquette is defined as the fine art of getting along
with people. As we have illustrated, these skills
are not just about coming across as likeable to
your peers, but rather masterful tools which have
a deep impact on your career and the people
around you.

Many people are unaware that if you do not
have the social skills to highlight your intelligence,
you may be perceived as incompetent or
unintelligent, irrespective of your intelligence.
Interestingly enough, studies have also shown that
people are more likely to work with someone they
like, who is incompetent, rather than someone
who is competent, but they don’t like.

Etiquette today has evolved to fill the critical
social skills gap, equipping people with the tools to
project power, presence and deliberate action.
The skill set one acquires through the School of
Etiquette creates a more well-rounded, likeable,
and ultimately successful businessperson.

The School of Etiquette helps you develop your
people skills and presence to confidently interact
with others. We take a holistic approach to this,
focusing strategically on the brand of you, and
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TESTIMONIALS
“Had I known this information when I was 19, I

“Very empowering. A good investment into myself

would have retired a billionaire at 30.”

that will benefit not only my employer, but much

- Leading SA economist

more myself.”
- Credit Analyst

“This is imperative for any individual who is in a
position of leadership or management.

The

“I am still talking about how amazing my training

skills covered in this course far exceeds the

experience with The School of Etiquette was.

attention that most companies are attributing to

Thank you for being such gracious hosts and

it. This course (Conversational Intelligence) will

treating me so royally. I enjoyed everything,

become a necessity in the future for all aspiring

from the exquisite meals, the venue, the training

companies.”

material, the warm hospitality and everything in
- Business Owner

between! The level of content and delivery not
just meets international standards but exceeds it.

“What an exciting and amazing week I had last

I want more”

week in Geneva. The course came so handy

- Executive Office Manager

during my visit. I met very powerful and interesting
people, game changers and industry leaders.

“A perfect 10 – My days of trembling hands and

Having done the course I was also able to step

terrifying anxiety are finally over. A big thank you

up my game, oozing with confidence and guess

for equipping me with the skills to take on every

what, for lunch I was seated at the main table.

situation no matter how intimidating it may be,

I knew exactly which knife to take, how to drink

with poise and conviction. I feel like I’m ready

and not leave a mark of lipstick on my glass

to face the world. I have gained my confidence

hahaha. I had a firm handshake and I could join

back!”

any group and start a conversation”

- Marketing Manager in Development Company

- Business Woman of the Year & Business Owner
“I have learnt ways to communicate with others
“You can be the most technically proficient

without being nervous. I am also able to make

person but without these etiquette tools, all that

people pay attention and notice me just by

skill amounts to nothing if you do not know how to

walking into a room”

carry yourself and interact professionally.”

- New Entrant to Business

- Zimbabwean Bank Administrator
“These are great skills!! Everyone that is interested
“When you can master what is taught here you

in developing themselves, and striving for success

have no excuse for not achieving greatness in all

needs this. This is not only for the business sector,

aspects of your life. Life is full of second chances,

but also for one’s personal life.”

and this school is that second chance!!”

- Business Executive

- Professional speaker and Dating Coach
“I thought confidence was a something you were
“No words can really describe what I thought

born with, but I am pleasantly surprised to learn

about this course. It was truly mind-blowing and

that I can acquire it and impress at every step in

by far the best course I have ever attended.

my life. I am a happy man!”

Money well spent!”

- Business Executive

- Co-owner of International Logistics Company
“This course is an excellent addition to a
professionals

technical

qualifications

and

experiences. It is vital in order to prepare for senior
positions and learn how to behave in different
environments.”
- Team Coordinator and manager
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MEET THE EXPERTS
The professional calibre of our internationally trained team is unrivalled in Africa in the field of human
connection.
The team consists of -

Courtenay Carey

•
•
•
•

• Intercultural Management expert trained in The Hague,
Netherlands.
• International Micro-Expressions Trainer certified by The
Centre for Body Language (Spain) .
• International Protocol Trainer certified by European
School of Protocol - Belgium.
• Image Consultant - Chata Romano.
• Colour Consultant - Chata Romano.
• Neuro-linguistic Practitioner - Evolved Coaching
• Personal Success and Make-Over - New York School of
Etiquette.
International Etiquette and Protocol Consultant certified by Protocol School of Washington
(the leading corporate etiquette training School in the World).
Online Marketing Course - University of Cape Town (UCT).
Postgraduate Diploma in Entrepreneurship - UCT.
BSocialSciences Politics, Philosophy and Economics - UCT.

Fraser Carey
• Professional Public Speaker on Happiness in the
Workplace, Success Principles, Self-Esteem and
Conversational Intelligence.
• Trained in Conversational Intelligence by Judith Glazer.
• Attorney at Law specialising in Business Rescue.
• CEO Palazzo Baths and Basins (Pty) Ltd.
• CEO Wonder Rock (Pty) Ltd.
• Trained in Success Principles by Jack Canfield, author
of Chicken Soup for The Soul and Success Principles.

Kane William Pretorius
• Etiquette & Protocol Consultant that studied Economics
at Monash University.
• After being trained and mentored by the highest
qualified etiquette and protocol officer in Africa and
the Middle East. He sort to develop his career as an
etiquette consultant at The School of Etiquette.
• Kane’s interests lie in uplifting and refining human
behaviour, developing human connection and social
skills in others, which reflect his passion and thorough
knowledge of the subject.
Acknowledgments:
• Monash University, Bachelor of Economics.
• STAR Leadership, EQ Star Coach Training Programme (ICF Accredited).
• COMENSA Registered.
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TAILOR-MADE COURSES
Research has shown that a company’s culture –
its personality, it’s DNA - is the greatest predictor
of long-term sustainability.

propose innovative combinations of themes or
request the design and organisation of a course
or workshop that is not listed.

Its culture derives from the leadership in particular,
and the employees of the organization.

This will enhance your brand and improve your
relationships with team members, clients, suppliers,
shareholders, the community and investors.

Just as an individual may be lacking in certain
character and personality traits or soft skills which
may be improved with the correct knowledge
and training - so can an organisation’s.

In short it will give you the edge ensuring higher
turnover and better profits.
The School of Etiquette, Africa’s leading etiquette
school, will conduct a free assessment to discover
where your organization can improve its soft skills.

Customised training enables companies to
choose from a wide range of workshop themes,
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
ETIQUETTE
This course will give you the skills to master that 85%!

Do you want to discover the softs skills that raise
your sales margins?

Your success in life is inextricably linked to your
soft skills and without these necessary skills, your
potential for greatness is lost on your inability to
interact in a correct and professional manner.

Do you want to learn how to be more successful
in business interactions and negotiations? So
that you get the job or win the contract?

This course is a prerequisite for every professional!

Do you want to learn how to get along with
anyone, and in turn increase your income?

Learn the professional behaviour that will
catapult you ahead of the competition and
define you as the expert in your field.

In today’s world many people may possess the
intelligence but lack the social intelligence to
highlight it.

You will learn this by focussing on your 10
Professional Aspects:

In a study done by Harvard University, The
Carnegie Foundation and the Stanford Research
Institute all three found that:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

85% of job success relating to getting, keeping
and advancing in a job is connected to your
people skills.
15% is attributed to your technical knowledge
and skill. If you do not have the necessary
people skills and confidence to highlight your
intelligence, all your schooling and continued
education can amount to nothing, since you will
forever be overlooked.

Building the Brand of You;
Self-esteem;
Body Language & Eye Contact;
Preparing for meetings;
Making your Entrance;
Strategically Networking a room;
Choosing and Joining groups;
Your Handshakes;
Small talk;
Professional email and telephone language
use.

Price: R 5 950 pp
Group Discounts available on request
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BUSINESS ETIQUETTE ADVANCED
• Understand the subtleties of different cultures and
how to adapt behaviours to suit these cultures
• Conduct themselves over virtual meetings which
oftentime prove to wreak professional havoc
• Use the sound of one’s name to build a
memorable interaction
• Introduce themselves in an engaging way that
doesn’t bore people
• Create a powerful personal brand over the
internet since this is becoming our dominant
‘brand’
• Dress for the culture of the company and the
position they want

Success in business is not just about doing your job
properly, it’s about your personal appeal and how
to use that in a strategic way to build influence and
create buy in.
Business Etiquette Advanced takes you and/
or your team to the next level by offering you a
more strategic and focused approach to business
success by addressing the very essence of how they
influence and interact with others.
Level one raised your behaviours to a more
professional standard, whilst Business Etiquette
Advanced moves past that and coaches you
to become strategic and controlled in the
achievement of your desired outcomes.

How you present yourself to the world is very
much how the world will receive you - what are
you putting out?

This next course offers a much more practical
approach allowing lots of time for fun role plays,
practical exercises and team input. This allows the
attendees to master and come to grips with every
important skill before the next topic is addressed.

You will learn the following topics in your course:
• The Qualities of Presence
• Speaking with Presence
• Building Rapport
• Boardroom Etiquette
• Cultural etiquette
• Virtual Meetings
• Elevator pitches & Introductions
• The Power of Names
• LinkedIn & Social Media Etiquette
• Professional Image

Every successful professional needs to:
• Master the simple skill of talking engagingly to a
group of people
• Understand the subtle art of building friendship
with clients and suppliers
• Know how to host a boardroom filled with people
like a seasoned CEO

Price: R 5 400 pp
Group Discounts available on request
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EXECUTIVE’S FINISHING SCHOOL
• Build social sway and charm that leads to
better relationships, more contracts and
higher bank balances
• Fail-proof steps to own your next meeting
• The power of visualisation and how to get
what you want
• Unforgettable first impressions that put you
top of mind every time
• How to shine at business and networking
events instead of fighting off anxiety and
wasting time in ineffective interactions
• Control your online personality with strategic
insight into LinkedIn and Facebook
• Professional telephone and email language
use
• Self- confidence to pull off the toughest deals
• Body conditioning to stand, sit and walk that
announce presence and capability
• Strategic clothing and image solutions
• The unspoken rules of entertaining clients
• Business Dining
• Wine- how to taste and choose the right
bottle for the right occasion

Africa’s premier course in adult development and
personal brand management.
Do you want to control how people see you and
therefore attract more business?
Do you want to walk out of a meeting and feel like
you owned it?
Do you want to speed read people accurately so
you know what they like and don’t like?
Do you want to control your anxiety when meeting
new people at business or social events?
Do you want people to simply ‘like’ you so that they
work with you?
Remember that you can have all the attributes of
an extremely smart person but if you do not have
the people skills to highlight this, you may forever be
overlooked.
The Executive Finishing school will give you the
following:

The Executive Finishing school course has been
developed over 5 years in line with science
based research, we have handpicked each
and every topic to ensure that it is critical to your
financial success in a social world.

• Strategic understanding of body language
and how to convey the right message at the
right time
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EXECUTIVE’S FINISHING SCHOOL
The course is broken down into 3 areas:
The Business of your Social Skills
Your Personal Image and How to Present it
Business Entertaining and Dining

Day 3:
• Clothing and Professional Image
- Dress for your Body
- Dress for the Event
- Dress for business
• Business Entertaining
- Where to seat clients
- Choosing the correct table
- Ordering
- Dining Do’s and Don’ts
- Table manners
- 5 course fine dining meal included

Day 1:
• Building the Brand of You & Selfesteem
• Body Language & Eye Contact
• Building professional connection
• Preparing for meetings & Attending
meetings
• Making your Entrance
• Strategically Networking a room
• Choosing and Joining groups
• Introducing Yourself & Your
Handshakes
• Small talk
• Professional email and telephone
language use

Price: R16 550

Day 2:
• Practical Implementation exercises of
Day 1
• Deportment- how to walk, sit and
stand
• Professional Image- suit education
and grooming for men
• Professional Make-up and grooming
for women
• High Tea
• Practical Networking event exercise
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CONVERSATIONAL INTELLIGENCE
MASTERCLASS
Are you in a place of distrust, skepticism and
resistance with your colleagues or employees?

of the brain used for creating trust and feeling
empathy.

Do you want to learn how to restore that trust
leading to a happier, healthier working dynamic?

So what started as a simple conversation ends
with people withdrawing or arguing over a
situation with raised voices and people talking
past each other and not with each other.

Do you feel fed up with your work environment,
your colleagues or a family member? Do you wish
you could recreate an open, caring environment
where you feel happy again?
					
Are you a talented individual, but dread asking
for a raise, raising your rates or negotiating for
what you know you deserve?

Consequently nothing is achieved except for hurt
and anger.
When this happens in a team:Collaboration and teamwork declines.
Performance and productivity plummets.
Innovation shuts down.

Is your company retrenching, leaving you in a
state of paralyzed fear as you don’t know how to
broach the subject?

In personal relationships it results in:
Tears, fear, frustration, resentment and anger is
the outcome.

Do you find it difficult to express your wants, ideas
and feelings in a way that is direct and honest,
without suppressing your feelings, or putting
others down?

Conversational Intelligence is a cutting edge tool
used to cure these problems.
This results in closer and more trusting relationships
where each party feels safe to share their thoughts
without fear of repercussion. Business relationships
improve, colleagues work better together and
company performance increases rapidly.
					
Conversational Intelligence will teach you those
conversational skills that will result in better
relationships, greater communication and
improved trust.
					
Better Relationships depend on Better Conversations.
It all starts with your Conversations.

Do you end up in a shouting match and regret it
afterwards?
					
Often when starting a conversation with your
boss, colleagues or clients things don’t go as
planned, in the blink of an eye you are ‘triggered’
causing you to go into ‘protect’ mode.
					
For most of us, the result is you stop listening to each
other, you become entrenched in your thinking
and you can’t see the other’s point of view.
					
The reason for this is based on the chemistry in
the brain where stress hormones flood your brain
creating fear and distrust, shutting down the part

R 11 500 pp
Group Discounts available on request
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BUSINESS ENTERTAINING &
DINING
This course is for the executive who wishes to
improve his or her business dining etiquette
to ensure a seamless business and dining
experiences for all those involved all around the
world.

Eating is not an executive skill... but it is especially
hard to imagine why anyone negotiating a rise
to the top would consider it possible to skip
mastering these very simple requirements...
what else did they skip?
– Fortune 500 CEO

This course includes:
Business dining can be a hair-raising event, often
you are fearful of embarrassing yourself or your
company. This 4 hour dining and table etiquette
tutorial includes a 5 course meal, the common
question ‘which fork for which meal?’ and all
the seemingly small dining do’s and don’ts
that get you through the event with grace
and nonchalance. It is designed to teach you
simple yet effective skills that ensure a flawless
performance while remaining poised, confident
and professional at even the most intimidating
tables. You will learn how to entertain and
happily chat to clients whilst eating and hosting
people both in your home or at a restaurant.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dress for Success guru, John Malloy found in his
research that most business executives agree
that handling oneself at a cocktail party or the
dinner table is at least as important as handling
oneself skillfully in a boardroom.

Dining Tutorial
Dining do’s and don’ts
Table manners
Cutlery Navigation and table set up
Understanding different service styles
Asian Dining and Chopstick use
Entertaining clients
Choosing a table
Seating your clients
Ordering off the menu
Indicating hospitality limits
Managing clients with expensive tastes
Wine tasting and Choice of wines
5 Course fine dining meal

R 5 950 pp
Group Discounts available on request
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INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMACY
AND PROTOCOL MASTERCLASS
Business interactions between countries and/
or companies are an extremely sensitive affair,
the stakes are high and margins for errors are
catastrophic, if not handled correctly.
						
In fact without adherence to correct protocols,
the potential for catastrophic errors is huge
and one’s misconduct weighs heavily on the
shoulders of those responsible.
						
A thorough knowledge of diplomatic and
government protocol is thus an indispensable
skill for the proper handling of VIPs and for
safeguarding
your
country/organisation’s
reputation.
						
The International Diplomacy and Protocol
masterclass will give you advanced skill and
knowledge to seamlessly host high level events
and people with exceptional professionalism.
Every aspect necessary for your success is
explored extensively in this course.

Do you interact with international governments,
diplomatic/consular staff, trade missions or high
level corporate executives?
Do you ever feel anxious that things won’t go to
plan and often they don’t?
					
The School of Etiquette has partnered with The
African Institute of Protocol to bring you one
of the world’s premier courses in International
Diplomacy and Protocol.
					
In this 4 Day International Diplomacy and
Protocol Advanced Masterclass you will learn –
• Understand your roles and responsibilities as
a protocol officer, office manager or events
coordinator for high level events
• How to seamlessly arrange and coordinate
high level events
• How to advise your principal on correct
behaviours when dealing with foreign
delegations both locally and abroad
• Understand Diplomacy and the protocols
necessary for dealing with foreign missions
(Embassies and High Commissions)
●• All the steps to hosting foreign delegations
● The small details that lead to the successful
completion of an event
• How to create a step by step plan for you
and your team to ensure everyone is aware
of their their roles thereby reducing your
anxiety when dealing with VIPs;
• How to create a safe environment for
fostering and facilitating relationships.
• How to avoid catastrophic errors which
could impact your country or company’s
reputation
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INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMACY
AND PROTOCOL MASTERCLASS
Day 3			
• Professional Image
• Understanding Formal Dress codes
• Dressing for your body and style
• Business Entertaining			
• Dining and Wining Etiquette			
				
Day 4				
• Introduction to Protocol and Diplomacy
Protocol Officer Responsibilities
• Hosting International Visits		
• Precedence and Seating Protocol
• Flag Protocol			
• Hanging of Official Photographs
• Styles and titles of address
• Invitations and Reminders
• Conference Planning

Day 1
• Building your personal Brand
• The Power of Presence		
• Strategic Body Language		
• Building Connection
• Preparing for Events and Meetings
• Formal Introductions and Elevator Pitches
• Small Talk at high level events		
• Art of Networking and Owning the Room
• Email and Telephone Etiquette
		
Day 2		
• Deportment
• Professional Appeal and Make-Up Course
(Women)				
• Grooming (Men)			
• Suit Education and Fitting (Men)
• High Tea

R 26 950 pp
International Students: $1 800-00
Group Discounts available on request
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TELEPHONE AND EMAIL
COMMUNICATION
Email
• Introducing Email Etiquette
• Using proper email conventions such as
effective subject lines, professional greetings,
and readable formatting
• Correct layout for emails
• Email Do’s and Don’ts
• Instances when sending an email is necessary
and appropriate
• Developing an understanding of Customer
Requirements
• Understanding items that should never be
sent electronically
• Practical exercises for email writing

Are your staff creating the correct first impression
of your company? This Telephone & Email
Etiquette Course focuses on the critical role
individuals play in building customer loyalty and
creating positive customer service experiences.
This course is appropriate for call centre staff,
receptionists and personal assistants since
these telephone skills are often the first verbal
impression a customer receives from your
business. Ensure your receptionists or call centre
agents are creating a professional impression for
your company right from the first contact.
Course Topics:

When it comes to business, regardless of mode
of communication used, professionalism and
courtesy never go out of style.

Telephone
• Introducing Telephone Etiquette
• Discuss common errors in verbal English, and
how to avoid them
• Understanding and practising telephone
etiquette on answering calls, transferring
calls and making calls
• The importance of acknowledging
customers and keeping them informed of
reasons for delays
• Decide whether to transfer a call to another
person or help the person themselves
• Prepare all necessary documentation and
equipment prior to making outgoing calls
• Ask smart questions to find out the purpose
of the call, and transfer to the correct
person who might be more able to assist
• How to take a detailed message for others
• Deal with incoming and outgoing calls in a
polite manner
• Deal with calls quickly and politely, keeping
other callers holding as short as possible
• Dealing with face-to-face customers at the
same time as incoming calls
• Practical exercises for sustained
implementation

This course provides skills and tools to create
memorable service experiences resulting
in greater customer loyalty and successful
customer centric organizations.
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CORPORATE IMAGE WORKSHOPS
And every man should know the foundations
of correct clothing and suit fits, the posture to
exude authority and professionalism.

Long before your employee is even close
enough to greet your customers, their image and
posture alone has already stated what caliber
of company you are, the company’s ethos, how
the staff feel about the company and how they
feel about themselves.

Courses on Offer for the Woman:
Deportment - How to walk, sit and stand like a
professional woman
Make-Up, Grooming and Hair for the Professional
Woman - A professional hair and make-up course
Image - workshop on correct dress codes, styles
for your body type and the correct lengths and
proportions

Their appearance gives very important
information or misinformation about
your
company and the type of person they are.
A first impression is made within 5 seconds of seeing
someone. If that impression is an unfavorable one,
your customer may create a lasting distorted
image of your company. However unfair this
may be, it is nevertheless a true and accurate
observation of how people think.

Courses on Offer for the Man
Deportment and Image - Workshop on how to
walk, sit and stand like a professional man. This
workshop includes the meaning of dress codes,
the meaning of colour in clothing, styles and suit
fits for your body.

Every woman should know the very basic
foundations of grooming- the correct posture
to exude class, professionalism and poise; how
to apply make-up to enhance their natural
features, the correct hairstyles for a professional
look and how to dress appropriately for their
body and the company clothing policy. In fact
studies have shown that women who wear
make-up are perceived to be more professional.

Courses are between 1 hour and a full day.
Course content and duration on request. POA.
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ASSERTIVENESS & EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION
space for everyone’s needs, wants and personal
points of view.

Do you find it difficult to express your wants, ideas
and feelings in a way that is direct and honest,
without suppressing your feelings, or putting
others down?

This course is an absolute must for those who
need to maintain, and create a flawless verbal
impression in the diverse environments one finds
oneself in.

• Do you ever hear yourself saying “Yes” when
what you really want to say is “No?”
• Do you take the “easy” option to avoid
conflict?
• Do you worry that if you say “No” you will
damage a valuable relationship or cause an
argument?

“This course is an excellent addition to a
professional’s technical qualifications and
experiences in order to prepare for senior
positions and learn how to behave in different
environments.” - Timothy Sammonds

Have you ever left a conversation and thought
later,‘I should have said that’ or rather ‘I shouldn’t
have said that’?

The Assertiveness & Effective Communication
course will teach you how to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning how to be assertive ensures that you
are better able to match the needs and wants
of somebody else with those of your own. This
helps you equip yourself with the right techniques
to handle high-pressure or conflict situations
without creating an inflamed situation.
Who should learn to be more assertive?
• Managers
• Leaders
• Directors
• People working in a team
The world is filled with people whom either
dominate a conversation or remain quiet for
fear of disrupting the peace. Assertiveness
allows you to maintain the peace whilst still
expressing your thoughts honestly. It is a unique
form of communication that will create enough

Manage your own feelings
Define Assertiveness
Set boundaries with colleagues & peers
Present clear messages
Assertive body language
Conversational Intelligence
Emotional Intelligence
Closing conversations
I-Statements
Handle difficult people and situations
Practise the art of saying “No”
Behavioural Frameworks
Move awkward situations forward
Manage conflict

The Assertiveness course and Conversational
Intelligence courses are usually coupled
together.
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BODY LANGUAGE AND MICRO
EXPRESSIONS
Become a more powerful leader, better
interviewer and successful negotiator by
mastering these skills.				
				
What is Body Language?			
Body language communicates someone’s
emotions through the changes in the body
positions.
					
Use the secrets of Body Language to your
advantage in your professional, social and daily
communications.
			
You will learn how to -

Maybe you’re really fascinated by people and
want to know more about what makes them tick?
How would you like to know what a person is
thinking and feeling before they have said a
word?
					
Would you like to learn how to detect whether
people are telling the truth?
Do you want to know what’s ‘really’ going on in
negotiations?
				
Communication is broken down to - 55% body
language, 38% tone and 7% words. This means
that 93% of all communication is nonverbal.
					
In business, communication is critical. So how do
you stack up?
					
After completing The Micro Expressions & Body
Language course you will understand the true
emotions of people, how to read them and
how to make strategic use of your own body
language to influence the situation. What many
people are unaware of is that subtle changes
in the face and body can reveal important and
deeply insightful unspoken information.
					
What are Micro Expressions?
“Micro expressions are very brief facial
expressions,lasting only a fraction of a second.
They occur when a person either deliberately
or unconsciously conceals a feeling.”
- Dr Paul Ekman
						

• See what others feel or think without saying
a word
• Gain a decisive advantage in
interactions
• Detect up to 80% of the lies you hear in
negotiations
• Improve your relationships & develop social
skills		
• Recognize and better manage your own
emotions		
• Improve your emotional intelligence
• See what others feel or think, just by
watching their non-verbal signs - that they
cannot hide from you.
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WORKPLACE TRANSFORMATION
Personal Motivation,
Behaviour Readjustment
Conversational intelligence
Culture Management
Truly Human Leadership and
Workplace Happiness
to take an ambidextrous approach to improving
a company’s culture and performance.

What motivates people in the workplace? What
improves behaviours? Reduces Absenteeism?
and increases happiness levels?
					
Every successful company knows that people
are important assets but happy people are their
most important assets.
					
Properly run companies place a great deal
of emphasis on recruitment and the interview
process in order to build their talent base. This
process can be costly in terms of time and
finance. Which is why it is so important for a
company to make sure that once they have
hired the right staff members, they provide an
environment for their employees that nurtures
growth and productivity.
					
To meet the needs of your people, this science
backed masterclass, has been created
to improve productivity, behaviour, ethos,
motivation and workplace satisfaction.
					
The Workplace Transformation Masterclass is a
one of a kind course offering that takes a holistic
approach to all the courses offered by The
School of Etiquette and incorporates them into
one powerhouse suite. No longer do you need
to address the same issues from different angles,
The School of Etiquette’s team of experts hones
all their combined knowledge into this one hard
hitting course.

This course is 100% tailor made to your company’s
needs.
Please book an appointment with us to discuss
this in more detail.
As a final thought:
		
The best investment you can make is in your own
staff and it is the quickest return on investment.
					
Here’s a short list of just a few of the critical
success factors in business today:
Innovation
- Customer loyalty			
- Productivity
- High Quality service delivery - Great customer
service
- Sales
					
Look familiar? Does your company face some of
the same demands?
					
Now ask yourself where all of these things will
come from? Your People...

We incorporate our long standing expertise on
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KEEPING IT TECH SAVVY
In addition to this, we have also developed an
app that will assist learners with quick references
to their course and course materials, daily tips for
seamless implementation, things to remember
when attending events and insightful videos.

The School of Etiquette has taken training into the
future.
With unrealistic time demands on professionals,
often it can be challenging to take time out of
one’s schedule to attend trainings. This is why we
have created Added Vantage Online, our online
training portal offering free and extensive courses
to the individual and corporate.

Please enquire for more information.

We have created several online trainings and
can also create custom made trainings for
organisations according to their needs.
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